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China boasts a rich history of physical culture -from the archery of  Confucian scholarly 
aristocraticculture.	 to the kickball games  used in military training. to SlOcr l  polo and golf 
performed 	 togames, to ice skating pageants nn for imperial audiences. l  the storied and 
physicaldiverse Chinese martial arts. However. the modem n  culture introduced to China 
latein lhe Jm  nineteenth century through Japanese and Anglo-American channels represented 
lhesea clean break from Lhe  previous modes of physical endeavour. Where older Chinese 
ariStocrntic 	 lhe modemgenres were laced with values of martinI manhood or s a privilege. Lh rn 
physical	 culture known as li)'u ({.f.Off) (literally, "body-cultivlllion") was a systemalicy $ "K n . m t  
wilhideology invested iL  definite ideals of the relationship between the individual and 
trealed a new and separale question. Sports andnational	 bodies, and thus must be  t as II t
cuhure physical education, callisthenics with a military Davour, recreation,flphysical lt -­
physical fitness. all included in the broadl termnn 1;)'11liyll - were closely connected to notionsCl
nation. modemof the , modernity and a rn citizenry. Beginning in the last years of the Qing 
J)Dynasty (1644-191 I  and continuing through the period of  the Republic of China (1912­
imponanl 	 tcaching and49). the realm of physical culture served as an rt t conduit for e B  learning 
nation. 	 lheabout modernity. the , and the duties of Lh  modem citizen. 
lhe 	 jl(,*")By t 1920s both  modern sports and martial arts (wushu Jit;k  were commonly 
a 	 I1Iceviewed as important modes of strengthening and modernizing II Chinese nation and rac  
considerationsfor the twentieth century. 7iyu-minded Chinese citizens also extended these l  
culture. 	 the "HuaqitlO (.ff.ift-)".of physical , modernity and national strength to Lh so-called iao .f , 
many. theseor "Overseas Chinese" population in Southeast Asia. To , Lhe  Nanyang (South 
"Greater that couldSeas) Chinese! represented a tantalizing link to a potential n China"
 
transcend the borders of the troubled Republic. battle-scarred by the seemingly endless
 
that lhe 	 firslwarlord fighting Lh plagued Lh  new nation over the t fifteen years of its existence. 
Experts 	 lheJ!:pen and planners in t  world of Chinese physical culture hoped to  use that realm to 
create a sporting version of this Greater Chinese community. Where the scientific. 
molionseducational. vigorous and virile t  of modem sport and physical culture could 
Iheirprovide a valuable  link between Chinese in China and t  long-lost sojourner brothers 
and sisters. 
IMy the~ leons "Huaqillf)" Chinese"). 	 Nanyung1 )' use of he,'l,C Ic lI ;ao ("Overseas , Southeast Asian Chinese. and a  
Chinese 	 illlerchangeable.(South Seas) b is not absolutely tc  As Wang Gungwu has pointed out. the 
Asia, ethnically "Hua" (Chinese).majority of Chinese in Southeast . while identifying themselves a.~  
calJ "HulJqillO".do not l themselves ao  Wang Gungwu. "Political Chinese: Their Contribution 10 Modem 
History". and OVl!rseQSSoutheast Asian , in Wang Gungwu. China fJIl the China vtrSC  (Singapore: Times 
Academic "Hutlqiao" 	 whichic: Press, 1991). p. 142. This term a carries a decidedly statist flavour. one i .  
doesresonates much more with official Guomindang or PRC nationalism than it c  with the complicated 
SoutheaSt 	 thisidentities	 of the as Asian Chinese. Therefore. I use this term only to reflect I  official 







49 Somheast Asia in IIf  Chinese Sponing CommuI/ity 
Republican·era nThis article will discuss these - n imaginings of a Greater Chinese sporting 
communily - tell much about Chinese notions of physicalt imaginings which can l us Li
cuhure 19205lt lind of this elusive Overseas Chinese population during the s through the 
19405, as It is not n study of Nanyang Chinese physical culture in and of itself - " 
thai weU lhis Rolher. pointinteresting topic but one I is ll beyond lhe scope of m research. at the m 
aunched Chine.c;eof the study is to underst.1nd the significance tla : by Republican ines  to "HIUlqiao" 
ti)'/.I considerationpanicipation in the Chinese yu world. The period under m  begins in 1920, 
organil.8tioll Athleticwhen n private Shanghai-based za n called lhe Pure Martial l  Association 
its the Nanynng(Jingwu 7i)'lllm;) began spreading lS famed manial arts among l a  Chinese 
populalion.t  It ends in 1948. when severnl Soulheast Asian Chinese communities sent 
athletes Seventh National COlllpetitionl teS to join in China's l l Games. a competiti  modeled upon (and 
held in preparation for) the Olympics. 
article culture fooosThe wiel thus explOres two Chinese physical l nn  that were distinct yet 
valid andequally J modes of Shaping and sharpening Chinese bodies n  minds. Different 
forms presented Strongnn of this modem li)'u l differing ideals of how a str  and modem nation 
arts, explicitlywould be made. Modem martial . 1S brought 10 Southeast Asia purely and .x U  in 
the context of "Chinese cuhure", were understood to bring out in their practitioners a 
Chinese virtues."national essence" of ancient and timeless o n.  The ideology of competitive 
territorially­sports, along which lines the Guomindang tried to recast its dreams of a · 
super·mHion, healthydefined Chinese - il was meant to provide for a l  and self~consciouscious 
citizenry which, afier proper training. could begin to work and play together as a team. 
fomlsThe overriding idea of these physical Culture OOlIS was in many ways the same: the 
China healthynew Greater o would be based in new transnational communities of l  and 
people. self-discipline 1I11entive the largermodem Chinese , practised in · and ever l to l Ili  
consequences of aU Iheir actions and movements. This awarenesst of Ihe body - "d 
specifically ils potential for national triumph or disaster - could only be laught through 
educatjon, through tiYII "body·cuWvation".a physical . l a l1 -  Yet the fork at which lhese 
new, robuSlmooel!> diverged was crucial. Would modem physical culture be an agent of a . st 
cillture, nation·state?and proud Chinese uLt or of a powerful and expansive Chinese ; ll- role'1 
Chil/a {/lid Sporrilf8 Somheasl/ln (lIl a g Ol/t  Asia 
the trncedThe rapid success of l tiyll ideology in early Republican China can be a  to lhe 
elhnic retumingparticipation and influence of t Chinese athletes visiting or rn  to weir ancestral 
homeland from Hawaii, Japan, Europe and North America_ The modem sporting cullure. . ica. h  
to nations the thllt thecame 10 China via the powerful l of l  globe, and il is logical ai m  Overseas 
nalions conduit IhisChinese populations in lhese t would serve as one l of t  cu[ture.2 The 
the daughtersparticipation in l  domestic Chinese liyu world by these sons and l  of Han now 
innuence physical cultw-e Shanghai,~On
 
lhe Hawaiian Chinese fl on )' ica1 tur 0.1 St. John's University in . 
see St. John's Uni~'e,sity /g'J9-1929 (Shanghai: 51. lohn's University Alumni Assoc;iation. 1929, 
Taipei reprinl 1972), pp. 58-59. On the Honolulu Chinese Base Ball Team that joined the 1914 
w~, 87 / SI J i
Games Eastern Shanghai, '1"heNational llrn at Beijing and the 1915 Far m Championship Games at l\Jl ll see 11l  
ofChinll", Young Mtne  11,10 (1916): 526; Chen Xianming,n  Liang Youde and DuAthletes  China Chin(l~ : 011 
ZJrollgguo btmgqiu ylll1dOllgshi [The history baseball (WUhan: Wuhan chubanshe.Kehe, ll /xJlI i ld llg { lOt)' of l: in China] u fUl , 
11; China sYoung Men 10.101990), p. II J, Wong-Quincey, 'The Far Eastern Championship Games", n ~ t
(1915): 429. 
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residing in modern settings likeH  Japan lenl anor the West t authenticating louch of 
lhe consolidateOccidentalism to t Chinese sporting scene, while also helping to l  the 
connections between these sporting practices and notions of a new China. 
Yel the Chinese living in the colonies of Southeast Asia, particularly those in the 
Malaya were seen as/IS fomling the maSI impomntPhilippines. British l8}'U and the Dutch Jndie..~, m m:! rta  
foundation of this diverse overseas  sporting world. Since the late Qing Dynasty, many 
sojourners contributehad looked to these particular OIinese joume~ to l  their share to the motherland. 
Such contributions would also serve 10 create bridges between a territorial Chinese state 
seen. irredeflfa.and Nanyang lands , in Victor Purcell's words. as terra e nt J The "Song of 
anti·Manchu scholar Zhang SingHn. hinted that HllOqioQRevolution", possibly written by ~M  
to "re-sinicize" socontributions Q a Chinese republican revolution could ~sinicize" these sojourners SO 
f.romfar r  the soul of their racial community. Perhaps more pragmatically, it aJso could 
statuses thai there.solidify Chinese claims and l in Southeast Asia so t I  "the Westerners 
[would] brothers".4) retreat to call you l  
The sporting connections between a geographical China and Nanyang Chinese  go 
the well.back to b late Qing period as , Overseas Chinese returning from Southeast Asia to 
ancesLraltheir st  homes (especially in Meixian County, Guangdong) brought back rubber 
soccer balls and a zest for the game of soccer learned in the colonies. In Meixian. if not 
areas, the the Qing.in other . b game caught on so rapidly that by the end of l , soccer was part 
baveof the curriculum of every  elementary school i,n the county.~ Others h  seen a similar 
athletically-inclined Taishan Coun<y.debt to returning J J ~ .nclined sojourners in the development of ll , 
influence sportingOn the n of  an Overseas Chinese n  community in Japan. see Wu Wenzhong, 
Zhonggllo jilr btli nimr ,iYII over lastul) ji/I oo l l  shi [The history of Chinese physical culture \' the l century] 
(Taibci: yinshuguan. 19(7), Ruan Jitandong ylllldongllUi lis"illti Taiwan shangwu n 6 p. 95: Ull Weicun, }iWll QlI  Y Iml Au; A; yll 
[Historychengji l  and Records of the Far Eastern Championship Games) (Shanghai: Qinfen shuju. 
81; "Cultivating1933), p. : Andrew Morris, u  the National Body: A History of Physical Culture in 
diss.. California. SanRepublican China" (Ph.D. " University of , ll  Diego, 1998). pp. 228-29. 
title ZheTlgOn Chen Hanqiang. an ex-European light middleweight u belt who coached the great n  
Oriental lind leam, sec"The l Cobra" Jichang a the 1936 Chinese Olympic boxing rn. e Zhou Shibin. "Yidai 
qUMjiuan  zongshio  - Jicllllng" IZheng JichMg. bo.,ing masrer day). Shanghai shinllaZheng ha l aJl l » sleJ" of his , tJJls /i)'/I lJ h lO 
Chrai y/mdonghrli lJronghllO daibiaotuan !Jaogoo Reporr29 (1990): 21: ux Di shiyi jie Shijie lln u ua u ba a (Official f!pon 
"re Chinese De/egolion '0 the Berlin,of ,/1f! f! f! lf! 1  f! X/til Olympiad. . /936) (Shanghai: Zhonghua quanguo tiyu 
xiejinhui. p. 10., 1937), Section I. , , 
Wong. Chicago·bomOn Chopper , the - rn "Heavyweight Wrestling Champion of the Orient", see 
Future Wrestling The /llilstrated Week-Elld Sporting World (Jingle Jwabao)"The Ul of l (Editorial)", ll. lI tf! Vluk- t n M ling/II. I h  
3-4; Huang Boc:hang xillOzhuan" [Shon11,4 (1937): - : "Wuguo shuaijillO mingjiang 8 Da aoz o  biography of our 
nation's star Bachang], tiY/l )'lIeboo (Tile MOntlrly)l Sl wrestler Huang D . Qinfen )'14 '1111.000 71/ Chin Fen Sports oml /  4,5 
(1937): 392,  
JViclor Tht! Chinest!3 t Purcell. f e in Southeast Asia. second edition (London: Oxford University 
Press, 1965). p. 300. 
"The Hua·Ch·iao". Gungwu, Commlllrity4Wang Gungwu, '' Origins of - ' ll in Wang . a l )' mrd Nation: 
AU!ltralia Australia.Chi/In. Southeast Asia and wrt (Kensington. Australia: Asian Studies Association of , 
1992). pp. 7, 10. 
Cimin, "Meixian shihua" hiStory movement'Li ino ll zuqiu yundong b [Stories from the s of the soccer l 
Meixian Guallgz!lou wens/ri x/ulIlji. ers/risi thein b. County]. in clIIgzh I liliao XllOll , di l ji  [Selected materials on l  
24] (Guangzhou: tiliao weiyunnhui. 164-65;history of Guangzhou, Vol.  J 7. Wenshi zil yanjiu a , 1981). pp. tiS: 
Cun1llung. chi.li wi subjccts MeixilUtLi J lUt , "Haiwai z yu zuqiu zh xiang Meixian" [China's overseas e and .ixian 




51 Sourhecj$t Asia {I Cllinese Sponingt Clls n in 1 t rt  Commllnity 
GUllngdong. as the volleyball capitalU of China.6 Jiao)'JI zazhi (Tire C1lr'neseBy 1910. uQ)'lI M h i ine  
physicaJEducational Review) was printing photos of Overseas Chinese l culture endeavours. 
1'~) Java.?a military drill exercise conducted at the Chinese (ZJwnghua l' if<) Academy in 1 
cuhureIn the early Republican period. Chinese were able to learn much about physical lt  
thein Southeast Asia. For example. l  American-designed physical education programmes 
in the Philippines were widely admired in China as healthy and rational formulae by 
to soeial nodwhich 10 refonn Filipino SO(;i an  marriage customs. advance the cause of  education, 
could Nanyangand strengthen Filipino bodies.' Sports also eQ i present a perfect space for n  
TheChinese to show their support fOr China's revolution. In the fallll of 1912. Shanghai's ~ 
Tnle a photograph athleticm Record pictorial magazine published 8 u ofan 1I1hieti  meet held in Sandakan 
thatto commemorate the first anniversary of the Wuchang Uprising l  sparked the 1911 
Revolution.9 Provinciallnlerscholasticlution.S! And at the 1921 Fujian ial Inters  Games, among the prizes 
for outstanding participants were six silver cups donated by the Philippine university 
administration and Chinese student union. the Chinese-owned Benevolent Longevity 
Insurance Company. and Chinese-owned lumber. textile and oil factories in Manila. 10 
cullurt. II politicaJly and viable reaJm in borh coJonjaJModern physical t re a l n cuhurally le- ~aJm t 

and
Southeast Asia li  early Republican China. was certainly burdened with far different 
significances in these different settings. The model of sports as a purely colonialist 
undenaken Soulheaslenterprise rt by the European powers in t t Asia looked very different 
slructures supponing spons culturefrom the evolving indigenous i rt this modem rt Cult  in China. 
Yet lhist  world of tiyu,t nalional 10and the t and international worlds to which it could link its 
represenled 10participants. t to many a common ground between the Republic of China and 
scattered throughoulthese communities U t the South Seas colonies. 
PI'" Martial alld IIJ OverseaJ ExpansiollThe I/~ o illl oN rs I'eTS os oNsi ll 
fttSlThe irst Chinese organization to make this daring connection to Overseas Chinese 
communities (JingwlI 1i)'uhui *kit {.$. t +)mul1iti ~ was the Pure Martial Athletic Association u 7 kit-f.*. .) of 
eslablishedShanghai. II The genealogy of the famed Association. originally t  in 1910 as the 
Martial 1icaa Xue,xiao tl"tt#-ll ¥:Pure n Calisthenics & Drill School (Jitlgwu 7 o ~klt .ll!f  .ft.). is well­
enthusiasls Martial expertknown among martial arts t today. n. n arts n Huo Yuanjia left Tianjin 
6Madeline communication.lKIeli Hsu, personal u  
wtJri (The Chin!!$/! Edllcatiollo/ Revi~) Jiao)'ulJiao)'u th l! hi ~sl! / ri l af ~  2.7 (1910): 1858. From 1909 to 1922. y  
lJllhi physical cuhurc-re.laled Chinese t;)'11t printed 203 J R!hu photographs. 14 of which were of Overseas i e... ri  
panicipanlS Southeasl Asia. Hsu Yuan-mingoing, "Jiuo)'u UJv.ith  n)'u Vll/opiun n~irrmg jtf-nxi (1909­ts in outhea.~t v. I einm fl!
l\nulysis phOtographs Tire Clrinese Reyiew1937)" [An l a of physical culture-related ot in lrtf- n'nu Educationali l tf-vi  
{l9O!)..1937)1.(1 09-19  unpublished paper (1995). p. 35. 
'Jiang Weiqiao. wi tiyu"\Physical PhilippinesJ. liaoyw VJzh; 9,4sJi  l "FeilUbin zhlti 'Physic J culture in the  I Jia lJll, i .  (1917): 
79--82: Qian jinngyi physical lOth;ll Zhixiu. "'fiyu a (xu)" [Lectures on J culture (continued)]. Jiaoyu z  
1.3 26-21.7 (1915): 7  
Ihe anniversnry Revolulion9o'NlInfllng'  zhi Guoqingri (Celebration of t lI CfS of the t  in the South)", 
ZJlfw,xiQllg Iwobao (71le rrUf! R~cord) 1,10hfffUi(1/I8 tua If! Tr ll tf-COrd) .  (1912). 
qtlQltSlrDIg.we.rioo j'urtdong tkJhtti baog(1() lOfflda1 Fujian Pro"inciaJIOFlljlon llllUMf/g ~iIJO lio,,~~ ul u D ( ICial Report of !he o f(w llC  
Interscholastic (Fuzhou: FUjilltl jiaoyuting.l terscholl&5t Games] Q jil1 , 1921). pp. 105-114. 
liThe It'af\slation was Alhletic However.I JitlgwlI's own English tr nsl WItS "Chin Woo t Association". , I prefer 
to lr.UIslllte "Jillgll'U" into english, "Pure Manial" hopefUlly capturing Ihis notion of their maninJIf'l l Iin ",u E . rti l" I ll ia! 
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Oatteningin 1907 for Shanghai. where he quickly became renowned for his penchant for l1 u rt  
ronin. Lhe Jingll'lIJapanese ll Russian rascals. and other foreign rogues in general. In 1910. th li "'!j 
nalionaHsl narratives. assistancewas founded. according to li t l , with the l  of Revolutionary 
Jiaoren. 12 theAlliance figures Chen Qimei and Song ,I2 Regardless of how much of Lh  Jillg .....u 
myth onc Scboolcreation l e believes, the founding of the Pure Manial h  truly did mark the 
manial ans.beginning of a new era for China's indigenous ial 111  
yeafS afler WI/shu Hun.Some l' t its founding by the northern /l:,>'11U master c  the Pure Martial 
came under the conuol of several wealthy and connected Cantonese merchant-manial 
Jingwu caplainsartists in Shanghai. Starting around 1916. these /I t  worked to expand iLS 
mnn.inl emerpriseart a arts media presence. (This public relations nt  began. impressively enough, 
wilh giant artswith a tense sparring match t the iconoclastic literary t. and martial m opponent 
lhe YOllth!IJ) Associatioll appealloLu Xun in t editorial pages of New l rJd I3 The l tried to eal t  urban 
wOnten equality. Ji/l811'11Chinese om as an organization committed to gender , i/lgwJl managers 
solidified a modern public image by creating and strengthening ties to political and 
Guangzhou.commercial elites in Shanghai and , The success of these agendas enabled its 
leaders to completely transfonn the Pure Martial from a narrowly defined provincial 
sciem.i1.edmartial arts school into a modern urban agent disseminating d nt 2c  and nationalized 
manial arts.l~ ans JingwlIChinese rt ,  The martial rt of the new ll  could no longer be dismissed 
practised peasamryas stagnant superstitious rituals l by the Chinese nt  of the imperial past 
- a common charge ever since the Boxer Uprising of 1900. In an modem world. in a 
modem economy, these arts would have to become a nationalized, commercialized force 
in their own right. 
JinglVu's ultimatelyAnother important element of the w appeal throughout China -­
fifty.IWO organizatjonsallowing it [0 reach a peak of ty.two branch i . l  - was its work to spread 
lhe thatmartial arts beyond t borders of the Republic, to a  Greater China I  included millions 
lndonesia,of sojourners in Southeast Asia. This extension south to the Chinese of Malaya. . 
CreatillgCambodia, Vietnam and Siam was instrumental in cre n  the powerful image of the 
Manial truly U1lnscendingPure rt as a repository of the m Chinese ans and skills, capable of transcen  
HokkienRepublican borders and advancing along the courses of the Cantonese and .  
in Southeastdiasporas ll aSI Asia. 
impelus to Slart lhe clime when Huo's star pupil Liuj~The final t 10 st tb organization supposedly Cli
Zhenliheng 1,Q scare away barnSlonning musc.lemal\ stirrings was able lO .'U' y,' a mu foreign n who was S up trouble 
brOlhels and vice. thai the Cbinain Shanghai's ot a other dens of , publicly claiming t [b whole of h  could 
COmpetilion 10 "nattenprovide no competiti for his strength and fighting abilities, and pledging to Oat  any Sick 
Man of East Asia" who dared challenge him. The foreign knave was either Russian or English. 
lhe hears. Zhollgguodepending on which version of t Story one c .I Kuang Wennan and Hu Xiaoming, Jum  
(;)'14 shihua Ihems athletics] shushe, p.tiyu lJ [It from lhe history of Chinese ll l (Chengdu: Badu ll 1989), , 219; 
Zhonggllo Pll nitm. "Aiguo tiyuhui"Wu Wenzhong. llO ji boi j , p. 40: Jiang Zhihe, /\i de Jingwu ll  [The 
Manial shi/II/apatriotic Pure rt Athletic Association]. Shanghai li)'11 lll  30 (1991): 36; Han Xizeng, 
Chen Yingshi's"Jianping ll Yingshi fnqi chuangban Jingwuhui" [A brief evaluation of Chen b  role in 
Martini Shang/wj slriJlIIulaunching and founding the Pure al School], !tai ti)'1J a 29 (1990): 32. 
1J.'Quanshu qunnfei" bandits], Xin Jeunew~):J.' yu a f i" [Boxing and Boxer . /I qingnian (lA dse  6,2 (1919): 
218-21. exChange lllso de.~cribed 451}-52,1 3 This J:.c n c isi  a c.~be  in Morris. "Cultivating the National BooY", pp. 0-  
lind Contesled Pasl: History JOl/mal ofa Paul A. Cohen, "The t t The Boxers as l and Myth", ourn J Asian 
51.1Swdies ,  (1992): 84-87. 
"Cultivating NalionalI~Morris,
 li 31 the [  Body", pp. 441-65. 
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pro\'ided golden opportunity for thel  savvyThis Nanyang Chinese presence  v a 
once-Pure wilJbusinessmen now ill charge of this 4 Martial system. as l be discussed below. 
But this enigmatic Overseas Chinese population also represented an important challenge 
WIts/lit lnlditions. the 1920s.to the bearers of these wil IIll tra By l early 5  it was clear thai the unfortunate 
lrends HuaqillOand ugly political t in the new Chinese Republic had failed to rouse  these ll iao 
homes.from their pragmatic loyalties to their adopted Nanyang , The Pure Martial expansion 
Southeast thaIinto m Asia gambled t the cultural traditions embodied in these ancient (yet 
safely maniallY modernized) rt  ans would succeed in reuniting these sojourners with their 
molherland Grealer conneclionst in a new cultural t China. Physical culture t  between the 
NanYllng throughoUlROC and ya Chinese continued out the Republican period. but the Pure 
Manial 1920s represenls lhis mostrt ni model developed in the early 5 t t notion of culture  as the S  
these times.logical basis for a Greater China in m  messy political , 
Jing"'u 10 senmlesslyNot only did the wil extension to Southeast Asia fit a  with Chinese 
cultural\y-defined Cbina. tbei.maginations of  a transcendent and .uh n.lly-defi h but  h  Pure Martial project 
woo the coplureaJs came at just m right time to a t  the interests of the Nanyang Chinese population. 
Its formula of enlightened martial arts and clean modem living - so unique and totalizing 
felt 10 doclrine "Jingwu~ism"(Jingw/lz.huyi kitthat members i comfortable referring to their t as lI~ism j" l Jlltyi k 
Ai. ;it)I! - encompassed many values that suited the needs of these Southeast Asiani<.i j(, I ­
as well,Chinese n . Wang Gungwu. in his work on the "limits of Nanyang Chinese 
1920s. IIInationalism" in the 5 has written on this group's growing dismay at the disturbing 
fate of the Republic. He identifies a decided tum from pro-Republican nationalism toward 
nn idenlitya understanding of Chinese t  based in the very real problems of their treatment 
futures. futures.in the colonies where they now planned their r 16 However. brightening these , 
thanand the futures of their children, would require more ll  JUSt the "sound modem Chinese 
attractededucation"tion" that Wang cites. Many of these Nanyang Chinese were quickly Oltra  to the 
modernized manial ans broughtpromises held within the m rt rt5 l to their homes by the eager 
agents Martial.proselytizing tS of the Pure ll.rti  
JillglV/I'S appropriately­The  Wl ' expansion into Southeast Asia began in 1919. when the n
'''Qitmsya'' alE. reponernamed Huang Qiangya (" IllS}'o" Q3  meaning "Strong Asia"), a Shanghai rt  
M/lmafand key Pure Martial member. went to work for the Chinese Ulllu! Benefit Times 
(Yiqlmbao JLtf411) Lumpur.lll .A 'lf in Kuala , Huang soon found there a group of Overseas 
" befor!:Chinese youth who enjoyed practising manial artS with him. It was not long o~ Luo 
Xiao·ao. Guangzhou Association. travelJeds Director of the n Pure Martial l l  to the Malayan 
Peninsula. martial arts and Jin8"'11l1 teaching n m 3J1 spreading the i gwlI word. 17 Calculations  of this 
letlersNanyang market paid off. and the Malayan Chinese  could not get enough. Their l  
poured into the officesice.... of the Centrnl J;'lglI'lI in Shanghai. requesting copies of the Purem " u
Manial Constilution represenlatives 10rt t and regulations. and asking that t be sent to help found 
Associntion branches in these Overseas Chinese communities. 
zhi jiangJai" [The futureI~Lu Weichang. ''Zhongguo wushu w lw"l t  of Chinese martial artsl. In Vi sail 
qumrguo }'undQrrg ,doTl ISpecial N:uionalci llulI m) ) / dahlli ukon li publication of the Third at  Games] (Hankou: 
jidujilO qi\\gl\ianhui. 192.4).Hankou ao l  
f6Wang Limilsrti  Gungwu. ''The t  of Nanyang Chinese Nationalism. 1912-1937". in Wang Gungwu. 
Carll/mllli/)' Nation.onr flun ry and l n  p. 50. 
17yu Jue·an. fa1.han zhi chutan" preliminary inlolly 'li "Jingwu nan chuan jiqi il 1.h t D [A tli i in<Juiry DO the Pure 
Manial soulhern ond developmenll. Slrunghai tiY/Irt Association's t spread li rn a  l )'11 shihua 30 (1991): 41. 
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amar-ing 10 lhe Spt.-ciaJ Ambassador.o"This z demand gave rise to t celebraced lrip of the "Five o ;:  
- Jingwll's topfive of the u lO  names, including Lua, Shanghai leader Chen Gongzhe and 
Shanghai Women's director Chen Shichao - to the Nanyang in the summer of 1920. 
wllshuvisiting Malaya. the  Indies and Indochina. Besides lheir valuable u  know·how, the 
IbernAmbassadors took with them more than 3000 feet of Pure Martial film to assist Lhem in 
(guDe,,;passing on what they called their "national-essence calisthenics" ocui licao IE ##­
ClUED bund/e.'! seU.If). Their cargo also included I l of Pure Martial publications to ll 10 their bourgeois 
patrons in Nanyang. 18 These money~making  possibilities involving the new martial arts 
ncould also be turned toward nationalist ends. The highlight of me trip was a two-night 
10,000benefit performance given by the Ambassadors before some .  spectators in Singapore, 
towith proceeds going 10 aid flood victims in China. 19 The counselling and coaching of the 
Ambassadors was so appreciated that the more enthusiastic local Chinese supponers 
branchesoffered the.ir homes and gardens as office and exercise space. By 1921. four C  
Kampur Associations,were operating in British Malaya - Selangor, Singapore and a . and 
lingwu,2C expect,a Selangor Women's u.20 And as one might . Chinese business elites in each 
of these locales - like banking magnate Li liecen or Singapore Chinese Chamber of 
Commerce leader Lin Tuiqian - most 11were the i visible of the lingwu's supporters.2  
Wang Gungwu has described the colonial "counter-nationalist forces" at work in areas 
taken 10where Nanyang Chinese were most numerous and the measures l to arrest the early 
211920s tides of nationalism in these colonies. 2 He sees these trends leading to new 
[0choices by Overseas Chinese as 1  how they would maintain their identities as Chinese. 
Wang does not mention the lingwu's martial arts invasion, but it is easy to see how these 
new,ultra·"Chinese" forms could serve as an important site for the creation of . less 
Inpartisan, yet fiercely and romantically loyal Chinese identities. i  his work. Wang leaves 
nationalism,academia as the only avenue for new Chinese . and labels the identities 
taughtlearned through Chinese newspapers and textbooks as "abstract and cerebral. l ... 
was".nbut cut off from where the action s".23 The Overseas Chinese response to Pure Manial, 
Nanyanghowever, allows us 10 move beyond Wang's model of a purely academic ll  
Instead, laughtnationalism. . we see that in the cullura! Chinese nationalism t  through the 
forms, marlinl thcse ncw followcrs(Ol S geslUresl  and traditions of the lial arlS, e lucky e e  of the JillfwU 
Ihe of,way could not have been any more actively engaged in, or any closer to t action . 
transcendentbuilding a new SCe l Greater China. 
lingwu aboul lheir"" personnel quickly became as serious t t  Southeast Asia operations as 
leurning 1920s,the Chinese there were about a these prized arts. [n the early . the Pure 
within Jingwu organizationsMartial proponents worked vigorously l China to found li ll branch l  
sourhem Still,throughout the l rn and cenrral provinces. . the tremendous response from the 
ISeai Yangwu, publicationsj,1Se ll.n . "Jingwu shukan xi" [An analysis of Pure Mania! Association . 
li)'u shihI/O Zhou nlljic" [OnShanghai y .shihuo 29 (1990): 45: a Peiyu. "Lun Jingwu e I  the heroines of the Pure 
Manial]. shihlla, Shanghai riyu .s i u  30 (1991): 34. 
19Luo Xillo'ao, jing\l'u lI'aiz)llIall [An alternative Manialll"L >Gao'a . iTl II'1l (Ji f I 1tem history of the Pure rt l'] (Shanghai: Jingwu 
liyuhui. 1921). pp. 28-29. 




nWang Gungwu, Nationalism",22Wa  . "The Limits of Nanyang Chinese . pp. 51-52. 
lJlbidl .. pp. 53-54. 
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the Dong'ge,Nanyang Chinese was even harder for l Pure Martial to resist. Huo · . second 
Jingwli Yuanjia, Guangzhou 10son of lI founder Huo . left his work at the ,b branch in 1923 lo 
lenchingstake his .en  to Surabaya in the Indies. Supposedly able to converse in Cantonese 
stint MartiaJ sU"Ucture,after his l in the Guangzhou Pure l SlJ' . Huo soon created a kung-fu fever 
among Surabaya Chinese by leaching martial ans in local Chinese schools and holding 
"Huopublic demonstrations of the ;;  Family Boxing" and "Eight Drunken Masters" styles. 
11 thllt demonSlfationsIt is noteworthy t these public suu  were sponsored by the Nanyang Brothers 
Company, firm attemptsTobacco . the same nn whose persislent (and sometimes shameless) ll lS 
nationalism, mornlity10 position themselves as an agent of Chinese . culture and a  in the 
cigarclles1910s-20s have been richly documented by Shennan Cochran.24 How many ett  
Ihese Brolhers say,t exhibitions sold for the Nanyang t is hard 10 . but they did create an even 
among Jingll'umore potent martial arts addiction wn Surabaya Chinese. A  tl w  branch was founded 
Jakanathere in 1924. followed by a similar success in rt  the next year. 
19205, twenty-two Jingll'lIDuring the s. lWe t other tl wu missionaries (including three women) 
to wushu fenile Malaya,would be sent 10 spread Wlu in the ru Chinese communities of . Lhe Indies, 
Siam,ll IilcraJJy Ihis theirCambodia and jam.~ Some of these pioneering martial artists rer ll made b !b  
Zhixi, Cilongdelife work. Li . a graduate of the Cantonese-run l10  Girls' Middle School in 
sentShanghai. was l to Kuala Lumpur in 1921 to teach martial ans at the new Selangor 
Jingwll Association. transferred Pcnang Associalion,lI Women's Branch l In 1923. she n to the e t . 
1990126where she was active until her death in !26 Wei Yuanfeng. heir to a long family 
lfadition atmartial tr l in Jingxian, Hebei. was invited l the age of sixteen to teach nonhem 
wJl.fh" slyies althe/lshll l t t  Shanghai Pure Manial centre. In 1924, Wei was also sent to teach in 
organizations 1984,21branch l in Malaya: he remained there until his death in .27 Thanks to 
Nanynng bmnch, itsdedicated teachers like these. each a Pure Martial ro . with l  representatives 
different mania.1 lmditions,of China's l aniallrll it . could become another microcosm of the Chinese 
wusllll nalion that Jay af hean ling .....u project. ~8.f m t i l t the rt of (he .Iingw  :!!
time JinglVll heaviesFrom l to time ll w/ cu  from the Central Association in Shanghai would 
10 Southeast putalso venture to cu Asia to inspect local facilities and UI on still more martial am 
demonslfations 1924,tr for the adoring fans there. In December . a Seremban crowd of some 
wlIsllu theseven or eight hundred l i il aficionados packed l1  Yijing Movie Theater 10 welcome 
JinglVull wtl messengers Lu Weichang and Luo Xiao'ao to town. Lu and Luo treated the 
skills,audience to a demonstration of their . and also 10 Pure Martial films and a slide 
2IlShemilln Cochran, Business III Chino: Sifl(rForeign Ril'fJ/ry the Cigarette Illdustry.I crn . Big u.dll~  11/ iI/O.' r t ; ll val i" h~ i or ~ bl l  
Harvard 1980), 173-85.1890-1930 (Cambridge: nlltV Univcrsity Press. . pp. 63-69. 109. 120-21. 8  
Juc'an, MJingwu lhiliao"lHistorical Manial Association].:!jyu 'fi -Jing s Ji \ ! ric. mlilerials on the Pure rt cill.l 'J  Shanghai 
liyu (1989):r; shihuo 24 ; 16-17. 
16yu~Y  Jue'an, "'Jingwu· . ''  shengnU' - lLi heroinc the Pure Manial]. ShllflghaiU Zhixi" IU Zhixi. e of c t rt at  
shihI/O (1990): 56-57: "Lon nUjie",tiyu ua 26 t99O ; Zhou Peiyu. u Jingwu . p. 35. 
)7yu Jue'an. "Jjngwu nanxing xianfeng" (Two Martial's llOuthem:n · i ru liang :a f Il\v pion«rs of the Pure o south rn 
cxpansion]. Shanghai ti)'u shihlloe n s td l a 27 (1990): 40. 
guess, imagined nalion·li~s w~re TheliAs one might . ll li ·l e er not the only connections operating here. c 
Jing",u branch Cfonlcin) wasj w l1Ul . in Haiphong (ra ki WIl$ housed on the premise, of the Xinhui County (Guangdong) 
see loyalties lUI aspeCINative-Place Associalion. allowing us to c how regional Y l were also an important ct 
or Martial's inlO Southeast Zhongwen. "Haifllng lingwu jinxun" [Newsrf the Pure n ! push to l Asia. Su , ~ ll fan  
MlUtial Jingk'u ;,uzhifrom the Haiphong Pure ar branch]. 1lS ....' ~lJ i 46 (1924): 28. 
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the Jingwll's pnnicularshow as they explained l ll u modemized martial ans.29 This i ulaT Nanyang 
I.he Seremb.1Il.journey. also joined by Yaa Chanbo. included 54 presentations just like L one in remb."UI  
Shanghai, )illgwu anolherWhen Lu and Vaa returned to . the J n stalwans held yet t  meeting 
where they described conditions in several Southeast Asian branch organizations and 
tried to express to local personnel the great enthusiasm shared by the Nanyang Chinese 
mostfor the  Pure Martial. Perhaps lhe Ill  telling anecdote related to precocious Chinese 
marketing schemes in Nanyang: 
The (wo words "Pure Mania)" [Jillgll'U]lI i1 811'1IJ! One could say that they truly stir deep  
Southeastfeelings within people there. In every locale in the<l i Asia. they love to use the 
MlU1ial the wordsPure arti emblem. So l businessmen there all add the two ni  "Pure Martial" 
to Iheir goods - hats,like Pure Martial . Pure Martial shoes. Pure Martial firecrackers. 
Ctc.et  Everyone seems to love it. and it is great for business too.)O 
Jillgwu'sThe illK 'S extension to the Overseas Chinese community in Southeast Asia speaks 
anotherdirectly to Ol  difference between martial arts and other modes of modem physical 
tiyll nil nation-state.culture.}1 The sportS YII as learned from the West was al about the modem , 
nations.with its emphasis on competition between , the accumulation of points and scores. 
its set and clearly defined spatial and temporal boundaries. Participation in modern sport 
was meant to recre.1te in every contest. for every participant. the experience of living and 
nation-state.32 lingwil martini thatparticipating as a citizen in the modem l n The Jin al arts I its 
conslI1l.int.s.messengers brought to the Chinese of Southeast Asia shared none of these stm  
.."lIshll re-Iean}Joining in the Pure Martial's wlls allowed anyone. anywhere. the chance to nl 
what was movementsl it WItS like to be Chinese. The techniques and V enL'i of wushl/.l  having survived 
Manchu prohibitions and Republican ridicule. were a perfect resilient match for the 
lindNanyang Chinese. with their long and often thankless service to China from abroad. a  
martial arts, nndthe suffering they had endured. The nm tio. . supposedly ancient a  timeless. extended 
perfectly to this boundless imaginary called Greater China. 
The Jillgll'lI Athletic Association achieved its greatest currency throughout China and 
1920s.beyond in the first half of the 5  at the same time that Anglo-American sports were 
to Chinesebeginning 10 sweep across the consciousness of b  urban youth. Surprisingly. the 
anti-feudal, anti-lradirional liltlel . t t legacy of China's May Fourth Movemelll did Ij  10 slow the 
Martial JingwlIadvance of the Pure nI message. The fl WI  came to dominate me Chinese martial 
artS yearll. heavily thets world during these s thanks in part to policies which borrowed l from l  
Western-theme<! spOrts - namely. association with modem science and a literate citizenry. 
Jirlgll'uand cross-pollination with rising urban commercial forces. The rlgl\P  also explicitly 
Furong Martial Seremban]' Jingwli19o'Ji UTOn Jingwu huanyinghui" [On the Pure ni welcoming pany in 5 r ]. fl  
lilt)'; (1924):/ri 38 ; 64. 
30Jian Shijilln..oHuMying Lu Yao liang zhuren huiguo ji" IOn the welcome-home reception forJO  "Hunn IlB '· <:epti
DirttlOB tothi (\914): 59--64.ors Lu and Yaal. Jingwu a 40 2 S -  
JIThe JingwlI martialli gK'1 were not the only Republican n  ans presence in Southeast Asia; also notable 
··South Martial Squads·' organi1.ed laken fundraisingwere the " Fujian n Ans " iz and t . to Malaya on n  tours 
lindby the Singapore-based Chinese business leader Tan Kah Kee in 1929 a  1930. Hong Zhengfu. 
SII ninn lni baihequan" fYongchun'sLin Yinsheng and u Yinghan, "Sanbai a a de Yongchun ", o  White Crane 
yeanJ. wcosh;boxing over the last 300 rs Tt)'11 Cfl i 19 (1986): 31-32. 
311J11e Mnnial martial spansJ! 'h Pure a also retained its dual emphasis on n n ans and Western-style o  in 
brntlches. [n lingll'u basketballtcamits Southeast Asia m I I fact. the Manila Jingll'lI t al  te  captured the 1928 Philippines 
basketball ohampionship. UOIlgYOII COlflpllflion). t c lI y()1 (The YOllng om ll  24 (1928): 22. 
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martini the aClivitiesassociated al am with modem sports, crediting l athletic cti i  its centres 
nutriuousoffered as the ti  "rice and bread" which fuelled the movement's growth.]) In fact. 
movcmenlone important moment for the Pure Martial e t in the 1920s was the inclusion in 
alina's (guocao III <tt, litemllyChina' 1924 National Games of martial arts ll ll.  I ru  "national calisthenics") 
Lhedemonstrations. Over three days, representatives from ten Wuhan-area schools and th  
)ingwlImen's and women's Ji IYu branches from Hankou, Nanchang, and Kuala Lumpur 
separate J4perfonned 107 m selS before the National Games crowds.1  
arts, Ji"8wII 10Modem Chinese martial . especially the ngIYu brand, clearly owed much to the 
thai swepl Lhe twentieth-centuryideologies of sport t t th late nineteenth· and early .. c  world. Yet 
the Jingwu imiullors Westemthe architects of l il were much more than mere tat tracing rn trails 
10to success, and their martial arts much more than just a uniquely Chinese "sport". The 
ancienl artst traditions and bright promise  that these new Chinese martial n  signified were 
Ihe theclearly a different proposition from t modem sports pushed by I  European colonial 
powers in Southeast Asin. If the Pure Martial borrowed practices and philosophies from 
missionary- and Chinese-run sporting programmes in China's cities, their project was 
lhe connotauons cultumlalso clearly blessed with t perfect ti of. and connections to, a ra  Greater 
China, 
The Pure  Martial's energetic pursuit of a Nanyang Chinese following was a key 
.
WUShflelement in their successful promotion of a wus u product long given up for dead by so 
10 lhemany Chinese modernists. Their project also allows us to understand t  power of a 
culturally~defined wilh politicallyl ly-dc n Greater China not tainted by or burdened t U  partisan 
but Jingwuconnotations, UI created and reproduced in each il branch or Nanyang Chinese 
pmetised wflSllUhome with every rac repetition of lishu traditions.)' 
Grwmi"dang "Huaqiao" CommunityTire llo ll ll State and its Sportingr i  /l ll r  
The Guomindang (Nationalist Party) state, established al Nanjing in 1927, was the 
govemment structure Republic.first totalizing and stable central rn U in the history of the , The 
exercised administraliveGuomindang (KMT) ,; tOlal t  control over only a few of China's 
provinces, bUIcentral O i ut its relatively  solid financial and ideological base allowed the 
10 nalion-stale.Nationalists finally to gel down to the business of building a modem u -sIB  Among 
cullural political shifts thisthe many t and U r that came with I  new state were changes in 
cuI lure imaginalions IheRepublican physical lt policy, and also in Chinese t of t  Nanyang 
lands and their Overseas Chinese residents. 
One of the innovations of the new state was the explicit partisan politicization of 
polilical context. political culrure world.Chinese Ii)'u. The new t !, and its eXlension 10 Ihe l l , 
Chinu" Pun: Manial occeplable.meant that the old "cultural a model of the re rt ni could no longer be a t  
cullure tiyflNationalist physical t could little afford such vagueness: now this YII realm would 
(tI\.~), "nauon-race".be directed toward building a united Chinese milllU ~;ij: or ti , The official 
)'undong" {On lhe Purellzhong Ruiqiu. "Lun Jingwu tiyuhui yu Xjn wenhua y ( t lm Martial Athletic 
lind Movement), shihuaAssociation a the New Culture ll Shanghaii tiyu llt1 29 (1990): 40.  
)oOChen )'undonghui full account~Che  1iesheng, "Oi sun jie quanguo y guocao jishi benmo" (A ll. lll of the 
calisthenics demonstration at Jing\\'unational n tration l the Third National Games], w  tatA; 42 (1924): &-8. 
)SIt similnr that the Jingl'l'lI's SOulheasli is perhaps a illU" logic i sustains !.h ifl8l'1 l'S popularity in out  Asia to this 
JirtS"'u Mala)'siaday: contemporary worldwide flgM'U rosters are  still dominated by bl1lnches in y  and 
Singapore. 
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1930s Guomindang,5 physical culture  agenda, followed by many educators loyal to the l  
culture masses".called for the creation of a "physical l for the , where proper, scientific 
physicallrainingi al tr  would allow all Chinese  to become efficient members of the production 
"minzu Ornerforce and  of  the new muscular z. (national-racial) body". th  hard-line KMT 
elementS pushed for a new "militarized physical culture" curriculum designed along 
German ]joes.Italian and nn H  
pmgmaticAlongside these heavily politicized blueprints. however, was a more n  emphasis 
on the conventional sports - soccer, basketball, trackC  and field, tennis. and so on - on 
founded. II this sportingwhich the intemaLiomJ.! sporting stage was t: t was in m n  space that new 
imaginations of a Southeast Asian Chinese sporting community were now based as well. 
sports - should be understood asThe foci of this tS tiyu teamwork and sportsmanship -­
nalion-slatepan and parcel of the t t  ideology. Sports were self·consciously rational and 
modem with their measurements. times. physical and behavioural boundaries, rules and 
regulations: their  myths of free movement and "natural" motions: and their celebration 
ideals, make·believeof modern masculine . Spons provided the grounds for -  Darwinist 
that thestruggles m would cultivate m  competitive instinct so necessary for survival in the 
the themodem world. These  sporting struggles would also condition m team's members for m  
ideologies of "friendly struggle" and "fair competition" the nation-staleunder which !.h ll t  
system and capitalism justified their tandem global eltpansion. From the late 1920s on, 
China's sporting ties with the Nanyang Chinese wrer be conceived in this realm of 
sportcompetitive n as an instrument of the modem Chinese nation-state. 
mania]The l arts were still very privileged in the new Chinese  state tiyu apparatus as 
valuable (if still, to some, embarrassingly superstitious and un-scientific) legacies of the 
"national essence". The Guomindang, eager to conscript this crucial genre  for the 
loadedNationalist cause, u  the category of martial arts with entirely new connotations of 
arts. the glloshll mAtpany and state. Martial n now known officially as l u u III -+:. or "national arts", 
re<::ipient Slate institutionalized Martialwere the cipie of generous st  funds and were lUu in the Central n  
(ZIlOllg)'(mg GUOShllglWll epof *'* III ;it{J) structure. Old Pure MartialArts Academy l on llosllliguon A  -t
that JinglVlI's theconnections paid off handsomely for this organization l took the u place in l  
order. statenew Chinese , as m  funding was supplemented in 1928 by Overseas Chinese 
totalling Ylllln. Glloshugllan'scontributions LOta li 250.000 )'lIa 36 However, the gl QIl'S purely state orientation 
manial arts-mindedfailed to captivate for long the rt n  Chinese of Southeast Asia. Instead. 
organiz.ation wh.ichthe  latter remained loyal to a Pure Manial i i  did not revolve about the 
party·stare, ralher lhroughGuomindang n - m but t operated t  unofficial networks traversing lhe 
Nanyallg remnant's cilyseas between n and Jillgwu t in the coastal t  of Xiamen.37 (Indeed.  
Southeast Ibis butterl Asian Chinese have to lh day remained the  bread and l  of the Pure 
Manial thirty·fiverti l Association: of -  registered "Chin Woo" branches operating around the 
lhirteen theseworld in 1999. t nc are located in l  ASEAN nations. as opposed to just si;< in the 
PRC.)!).31  
:l6Lin ZJrongglio WU.shll .shi mania! (Taibei:3 Boyuan. l Shl1 s (The hislory of Chinese rt l ansI c  Wuzhou 
19%).chubanshe, 96  p. 448. 
3?Motris. "Cultivating tt\e. National 4%1 \\ Ike l Body", p. S I. 
}I"Western family".Y'' Australia Chin Woo Athletic Association Incorporated; Chin Woo - One Big l1JOily  
<htlp.1lwww.chinwoo.com.3U>.u :ll . i :l  
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Notions of a sporting Greater China became dominated by ideologies of competitive 
sports, which, in many ways. made, it easier to imagine actual "national" tics - Utisby lh  
the century. bclWeen the Republic andpoint in ! twentieth , the only type that mattered - etw
sojourners.its long-lost overseas m  Purcell identified a British "fear of a highly organized 
handling Malaya, Nationalistimperium in imperio" in lheir b of the KMT presence in . where llt  
local nationalil)'agents worked to spread among e J Chinese Sun Yat-sen's theory "that ty 
thejUJ' notjlLf solf',* lempted 10followed ! ejm sanguinis and tlS lf'. One  may be Le t to see British concerns 
about Chinese nationalism and its destabilizing effects on colonial rule as smacking of 
with patriOlicparanoia. Yet we should keep in mind the real fervour lb whictl loyal and iot  
agents attempted lhe great anti·imperialist Chinese,olOKMT ~ then l to bring ! t: J stnlggle to !  Nanyang inese.olO 
and how easily this assertiveness may have spilled into Greater Chinese visions of a new 
tbe SouLh Seas,·'empire extending into h t . , 
lies the tbeThese "national" t could also be reproduced in l sporting world. Starting in h  
1920s,late 5  Southeast Asian Chinese were common panicipants in China's most crucial 
sporting eVents, from the National Games to the Far Eastern Championship Games and 
eighLhChina's Olympic team. In 1927 Shanghai hosted the t  meeting of the Far Eastern 
Chinese.Championship Games, a (usually) biannual competition among , Japanese and 
summer, it thatPhilippine Islands athletes. That . l was announced lb  the Chinese FECG team 
(answould include two outstanding Nanyang Chinese tennis players. Sports f  surely hoped 
that their help in defeating the powerful Japanese squad might somehow reflect on a 
strong yet very few people even seemedO and worthy Greater Chinese presence in Asia -­
the. athleles. lhemto know e names of these t One Chinese source could only call t  (in 
the Singapore.·1 another "!heEnglish) lb "Cheong brothers" from .'2 while lb referred to them as '·t  
Chine.se tennise l  players who defeated the Aragon Brothers in Manila and who are now 
staying Rt Shanghai, the [ndonesianSl a Singapore...·) After arriving in . lb l  Chinese stars Khoo 
Lorn cleared aboulHooi-hye and Gordon um e up all questions t their identities by leading the 
JaplUlese lUldChinese tennis team to a victory over the an an  Filipino contingents. Their success 
"H/loqiao"also sparked a new trend of Southeast Asian '· lIll i ·· participation in the Chinese 
nalionalt  sporting scene. 
By the 1930s, it was fuHy expected of ethnic Chinese alhletes who excelled in their. t b
that lhey loyaltynative Southeast Asian environments i t would show their uue o.  by joining the 
squads,44 they prefer rolherROC sports .<M That lb would F to represent the Republic of China at  than 
the world­even their Own native countries became common sense in ! Chinese sporting orld ­
whether travelling tolb it was Overseas Chinese b'll to Nanjing or Shanghai 10 participate in the 
YJPurceIl. Chjn~s~ S()Ulh~astJ'} c Th~ i 5 in aU/h~ 5 Asia. pp. 299-300. 
~ell Dutch this pp,olOJ>urcell also describes Chinese nationalism in the Ul Indies during l period (ibid" . 
466-67).448-50, -- . 
•lPor laler see 19SOs-era50  "maps" of II Qing4 F !Ill examples of this type of imagined Greater China, $Ceo a
Dynasly Ihat Southeast Slephen Uhal1ey "'Grealert t covered all of conlinental l Asia in t ll Jr.. '· t  China': 
Term", Positions 277-78.The Contest of a . o~it 5 2,2 (1994):  
•2"Di ba zhi Par4 ·'O ll jie  Yuandong yundong dahui it ltiansheng" [Welcoming the Eighth F  Eastern 
Jiao)'u w<fti EducatioMJChampionship Games!. } W ; (The ; I Review) 19.7 (1927): 9. 
U,'WhaCI nyu (Physical EducQtion) 1,24lo' Whal in the Sporting World", 'li)'  ( / at .  (1927): 33. 
""ntis likewise was truenI  of the Honolulu Chine5einC C baseball learn,t m  who came back 10 represent.Th i~e i  to t 
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Games,National :l . or even (as in the  case of several soccer players from Singapore and the 
learnIndies) joining the ROC Olympic t m in 1936. 
ainightAssumptions about the loyalties of these Overseas Chinese athletes were so rt  
Championships, 1934 and joined by lhethat the Tenth Far Eastern . held in Manila in 
fin;t nDUICh East Indies for the ( time, created a substantial crisis in the Chinese  sporting 
world., The Indies soccer learn included five ethnic Chinese players. leading one Chinese 
10 talem (Chuobserver ( remark, "They are f (rom our nation being employed by another lm 
Jill Yfmg. lile whatell; Ii,. )'oll  literally "talent of h Chu kingdom being employed by the Jin") -­
a pit)' lhat they cannot fight for glory for the nalion!"'4~ This author used the same 
fruSlrated to tennis stars t phmse (0 describe Kho Sin+kic. another Javanese Chinese ou l  who 
games.46 detailsrepresented the Indies at these same es.4(i The l  of Kho's case, however, made 
his "betrayal" of the Chinese nation even more serious. Kho, representing the lndies 
populotion,Chinese a  had captured the men's tennis championship at the 1933 National 
Representing unquestionablyGames in Nanjing. resenL his Java home in an l  "national" Chinese 
seltingt  like this was clearly acceptable: after all, the long trips that these Overseas athletes 
to Chinnmade 10 reach China's spiritual centre seemed 10 make their loyalties to a crystal­
BUI 10 lIleclear."7 ut this picture became frighteningly cloudy when Kho chose to represenl th  
DUlch East Indies, and not na Chinese motherland,. at Manila."s8 
ponendThese Manila Games seemed to rt  both the beSt and worst for those who dreamed 
of a strong Greater Chinese presence in Asia. When the ROC delegation arrived in 
Manila, a. they were honoured by II tremendous welcome at Pier Seven by some seven or 
thousandeight l  members of the local Chinese population. The giddy Chinese observer 
to strUcturequoted above wrote that "the activity and human tide seemed 10 set the entire Slr  
of the great pier itself in motion"; a procession of more than 200 cars paraded the athletes 
the "the seen...~11 Butthrough l Manila streets in ;' warmest welcome these skies have ever c " 9 UI 
the Kho problem threatened to saddle even joyous spirits with doubts about this Greater 
Chinese essence. First was the troubling question of whether Kho's loyalties to a physical 
literalor l  home outweighed those to some ancestral or racial Chinese motherland. Secondly. 
indieshis choice to represent the Dutch East I  and not the ROC seemed to confirm the 
theworst Cbjnese nightmares of "sheets of loose sand" and a China nOt tnJly united in l  
face of foreign (sporting or warring) threats. 
i'H'laqiao"Kho simply defied the modem u  (overseas Chinese sojoumer) label that the 
sporting (Chinese).Chinese n. community would have assigned him. Though ethnically "Hila" , 
sojoum to not national, dictates.Kho punctuated his "qiao" rn according 10 personal, OI . l  And his 
nationalistlater career. if viewed through l  lenses. is even more incomprehensible. Kho 
·!You qillnjing tongxin)'" [A"~Y  Yinzu. "Yuanyun a  (Ma-ni-Ia l (  Far Eastern Games preview (Letter 
Manila)]. ReI1Y(l/1 zfwllkanfrom il } ll)' lll hou u  16 (1934): 323. 
~Ibid., 323.46lbid.• p.  
•7Still, Huaqillo.~ Stil . those IW lIO  like tennis stars Khoo and Lum. who represented the more authentically 
NaLionalChinese locale.~e.~ of Shanghai lind Sichuan at the ti  G:unes, were surely appreciated that much 
Cai HUl1qiaomore. u Yangwu. "Jiu Zhongguo wangtan san wei uaqi  qiuxing" [Three Overseas Chinese 
world], nyu w/!.IIshistars of the Old Chinese tennis . )' e/I ; 37 (1989): 33.. 
048ln contrast. !Cho's Javane~"8l , Kb ' fellow nese Chinese tennis star Khoo Hooi-hye represented China in 
Par Easlernthese F t  Championships. 
49you Yinzu, "Yuanyun qianjing", p. 324.oWYo . Yll
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10 represenlwent on to t China in several Davis Cup competitions between 1935 and 1946, 
lournaments, tillesplayed in three Wimbledon t . and captured British clay court national t  in 
938-39.,so historian,I -39..so To a present·day . Kho's career can very well serve as na textbook 
cJ;ample fluid Yel Aisex of how n and shifting cultural identities can be. t to hi  contemporary 
in unseuling loyall)'sporting public , China. the n lack of Chinese 10 J[  exhibited by Kho and 
hitn must have made this sporting enlerprise seem a much less trustworthylothers like mS1 t
slrenglh.route toward Chinese solidarity and t t  
common,Another . yet similarly ambiguous, way in which connections between China 
Nanyung the emb'.ll"kedand the a Chinese were forged was via \ flood of athletic teams which 'M  
rungeon sporting tours of Southeast Asia. These teams could a  from squads representing 
a (nod well~endowed) entire(I single an el -en ed) Shanghai or Nanjing school to l  Olympic delegations. 
1927-36, lessl twentyDuring the decade from . at 851 I  Chinese semi·professional, scholastic 
and nationaJ sports teams enjoyed SouLheasl Asian lours.l l rn n touredt Several teams also l  
Jupan lll1d this well, but Nanyang was the destinationl of choice fora an Korea during I lime as . UI o a~
 
these representatives of the Chinese sponing project. Such tours were seen as a way of
 
bringing Chinese and Overseas Chinese together in healthy and "righteous" competition.
 
athletes China.They were designed to leach Chinese M l aboul this remarkable Overseas , 
healthieSI represenlativeswhile reacquainting the HIIQ(/iao with lhe heartiest and t iest t  of the 
trUe However,U"U Chinese nation. . these competitions could still pose similarly vexing problems 
for those involved and lheir conceptionst of na united Greater China.u  
oUlings leamsSuch uti could be very cathartic experiences for both the ROC t  and the local 
settings, Jovaethnic Chinese living in colonial ll In 1929, the a  Chinese Soccer Association 
(0invited Shanghai's famed China Joy Soccer Club to the Indies for a twelve.garne tour. 
Hengzhi. lheYu , who coached t  China Joy team, remembers the locals being electrified by 
Ihis tookthe Shanghai squad's undefeated run lhrough t schedule. They reportedly l  lO 
#9 Wai·lOng, thlllChina Joy's star 119 Lee .i·to . the country's "King of Soccer", so lhoroughly a  a 
jnew "#9" markelingt  craze was born in the Chinese community there.H) With the benefit 
fifty hindsight Indjesof n  years' ight. Coach Yu in 1982 recalled the i  Chinese population's 
response lO DUlch rule thai toenthusiastic S as a direct challenge to ut colonial t  t worked 10 exclude 
their political participation.54 It  is easy lO imagi,ne the satisfaction of the China Joy 
lheir al demonstrdtion suengthplayers and t fans t this successful a of Chinese t.re  and teamwork 
Zhongguo wungtan",50Cai Yangwu, "Jiu OD UO a  pp. 33-34. 
'IChen Jian.ll  II Malayan Chinese sprinter, was the first woman tolO appear in three Chinese 
pnsl- (her ancestniJNational Games. However, her similarly chequered t running for Fujian b tl'll  home) 
Shunghai she; al1M East SchOOl) j933, andin 1930, a (where studied !ltthe n Asian P.E. oo in 1 ll  the Malayan 
(earn - also made Chen a liminal figureII in the sporting world., QuangI/ouChinese t Rm in 1935 _ 
ltijYl/ndongyulUl mingjJwrg III IRoU natioo's alhlttesl (Shanghai:Itljyu un i l/l of the n women }t c ll  Qlnfen sbuju. 1936), 
p. II. 
nn.e~ triumphanlsummer of 1933, only months before the t Fifth National Games held in Nanjing 
October, ancienl tOUles, TIullon 10--20 . was tbe busiest time for Chinese teams plying these t roul nUll summer. 
Shanglllli's China (Donglll/Il) loured Philippines, Fudanha East u ma Soccer Club t the . the P u  University volleyball 
team made IIa trip to Southeast Asia, the Shanghai Southernl  Commercial Institute track and fieldr -l lt
team Manila. me basketballl rn traveled to , and Ut Fujian Provincial men"s and women's l  teams concluded 
11jl tour of Malaya and Singapore, the women's team returning 10 China an undefeated 17-0.l li  l
S3yu Hengzhi, "NllJ1wang Lehull zuqiudui" unforgettable China ClubJ,3J . an de a l. j i" IThe un n Joy Soccer l  
ShaTlg/wl ti)'u sllihllQnghai l lo 2 (1982): 12-13, 




lhe power. soccerright  under ! noses of the European colonial POWCf_ However, SOClX  is obviously about 
gttat ambivalencewinnen and losers. and one also can imagine the ~ J  fell by both Republican 
Chioese atnu and post-gameand Nanyang n I these one-sided competitions. Pre· o I rn  socializing 
aside. Iitdeui the heat of these competitions likely left l tl  room for romantic pan-Chinese 
n:pesentalivessolidarity. The  official policy <bcribed  above of including Overseas Chinese Iqx  
pn:senl solidon ROC teams clearly could re t  examples of  true Greater  Chinese teamwork. 
lOUIS. proVide iliatBut these oun; almost all private initiatives. seemed  to v for situations Lh  could 
wen:be as  liminal and awkward as they re encouraging and inspirational.  
uips lilat Manial ArtsOne of the more celebrated tr was th  made by the Nanjing Central rt m
• 
manial arts teams Singapore:.& Physical Education Institute's ) m and basketball l to ore  several 
otherl  Malayan cities  and Manila in 1936. This tour was funded in large part  by two of  
gianlS.Singapore's Chinese business ts, the shipping and rubber tycoon Tan Kah Kee and 
''Tigerthe "  Balm King" Aw Boon Haw, who also donated great sums of money 10 the 
Nanjing Institute itself. The three-month voyage was designed to allow the Institute's 
andeighteen-man delegation to teach n  learn much about Greater Chinese traditions, values 
aspimtions.jS belween 8J1S revealing.and rations,55 The balance t martial ans and basketball is also very , 
lerms cuhjvale; fine li)'uin mlS of the well-rounded image the Nanjing stale hoped 10 lti t these l r  
specimens sent along to Southeast Asia would represent to the Chinese communities there 
masterythe Republic's asl.C:r  of  both the particular Chinese and universally-defined modem 
su'ty-fivefonns. The basketball team's 45-0-2 run and the guoshu squad's ix  sparkling 
demonstnu;onsrati  likely proved 10fO many lhe5e Nanjing rep~n1atives' un;lt s  3lI prescnrauves' worth as a it 
theembodying all that was good and strong about lb  modem Chinese nation and people. 
However, some moments recorded by these participants also allow us to see things that 
Overseascomplicated their notions of this oppressed yet loyal ~as China. 
Singapoce. lnstiMc ~presencatives visiced family's Tigel"-Pantbel"In t the I tieute representat r the Aw ( ' private Iger· ther 
Swimming Pool,. and wer-er  simply amazed by 8 r-ead.a sign on the outside fence which ea , 
allowed swim":56"Only Chinese J inside to i ",56 The anjing basketball and manial arts starS 
Nanyang;saw themselves bringing true modem Chinese essences to : how could these 
sojourners. aftbe to, living as they did in the very beUy o  th imperialist beast. manage LO be even 
mor-e Sino--centric Chinese'?r patriotic and c than "real" '! 
with also leftThe Nanjing group's audience lb a Malayan ruler in Kuala Lumpur J r  the 
Thr-ee participantsathletes stunned. r of these lll  remembered the ruler being shadowed by, 
laking orden maUers from. a situation thai madeand t ers on the smallest tt n; , a British officer - t
libenythe Chinese group "extremely infuriated. in the true spirit of 'Give me I  or give me 
death"'.57 jnrri.ng IlIl "extinctS This power imbalance provided a a i reflection of the fate of an '" l 
"lIlion". fafe nOfnnt , a (nt into which Chinese prayed they would ot follow these South Seas kingdoms. 
the~e compHcated understllllding complexEvents like lb s also lj lc the Nanjing athletes' c nn of  the le.  
lhrivedand challenging environment in which Nanyang Chinese t  and surely challenged 
"Huaqiao" sponingtheir preconceptions about the n o world. The rn  connections forged between 
wer-e these nation-state-friendlyChina and Nanyang in the 19305 r based chiefly on he~ l m  DOrms 
"Pang li liyu Zhuankc.'" s Yusen. U Zhenzhong and Tang Baokun. "Nanjing Zbongyang Guoshu n e 
XuexillO Nanyang lllxingluan chufang z.huiji~ (Recollection! of Ibc Nanjing CenuaJ Mania! Ansiao i .xio t h i M [ U l s ~ otnLI l rt  
lUld Edueal.ion lnnitUle 10 seasl. · enshi (l98S):M Physical c t I sti trip to the South S ( jiongsu tiyu ...... ·c 3 I  31-34. 
56lbid.,"lbi  p. 32.
 
51lbid••'l .. p. 33.
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BUIof competition and fair play. ut the confusing contacts that such tours provided to 
hardly reassuredGreater China dreamers like the Nanjing delegation could . have uss  them 
impuio These spotting formsthat a new impuium in er lay in the Republic's near future. ' r nn  
betw«n nation-statCS findwere designed for interaction twee sovereign -state  of self-conscious a  healthy 
deLails athleles leamedcitizens. Yel the devilish t  that many ROC t rn  about the Nanyang 
fruslrating challenge wbo theseChinese world could only have posed a t b to those h saw b  
t.hesporting forms and values as l c answer to the  Greater Chinese question. 
sports couJdIf these notions of a Greater China united via the world of rtS l  become vague 
contradictory.and complicated and downright 1ldiet  there was still one dimension of the 
betweenrelationship that truly could maintain new ties r  China and its Overseas subjects 
- Comme«:e. Overseas Chinese tread.business. ~. an arena into which .; se. had never feared to d.  
ti}'u in advenisingconnected to modem ' y ll a myriad of  ways. from rt  and the growing sporting 
indusLrY thatgoods ll to !.he very capitalist ideals rn l formed the basis of  the new sporting 
tmnsoational thatculture. And these were the ra n Chinese connecdons i seemed to flow most 
spOning and "Hllaqiao".easily from these a lies between China no its w  
Jiangsu physiCal expertWang Huaiqi. the famed n native ic education CJlpen who turned out fifty­
19105-20s.nine books on physical education during the s  published one title in 1928 on 
"starbal'" (..ringqiu .J.~). morethe topic of larbaU" xing l J.  a miniaturized form of soccer supposedly OT  
suitnble c.hiJdren. detailed explnnations of the backgrounda for women and hil r Along with his lll ~ la at  
roles the se\'ers.l direct fOfand u of \ game. his book also included v ra l plugs or me sporting goods 
Tan Corporntiou.JI !hedivision of the o Kah Kee a n sa Tan. t  Singapore-based Chinese industrialist 
stnmger Grealer tiyu.mentioned above, was no ran to this world of  t Chinese l }·  He was a strong 
education tuldadvocate of physical o programmes at Xiamen University llO  the Gathered 
philanlhropy XiamenBeauty School. both products of his t in his co home." and had led the 
on fund-raisingSouth Fujian Martial Arts Squad 00 o  tours of  Malaya in 1929 and 1930. 
considemble amounlS effons.While Tan donated ra ts to these modem physical culture r  he 
\\las spaniog 1I'llde.likely w also determined to earn at least some of it back via the ort n goods trad  
leather starballsHis eponymous corporation manufactured high-quality l J  for the Chinese 
thou&\' were stamped with "Nationat ProdUClS"market: gh made in Malaya. they Wtt proudly Sl h. a l roducts  
II 1') melhod(Guohuo lilt seal By the late 19205. this popular t  of associating ethnic Chinese 
business enterprise overseas with the nationalist movement inside the Republic was simply 
[00 welJ-proveo patriotic. totOO l n for a seasoned and  i lic businessman like Tan 10 ignore. 
litis context. sponing sharesIn th , the Guomindang-era rt enterprise are.~ much in common with 
aspects Mania! Asia werellS of  the Pure i l expansion into Southeast ia. There n: many profits to be 
slick nboatdhad by the ick: businessmen who wisely jumped a r  any fiyu bandwagon. be it 
SlWall8 Xirrgqiu gul:.e ISwbaJl Regulationsl Zbongguojianxuci g Huaiqi. n 8/Jl tar !1 Ul ] (Shanghai: h e she. 1928). 
commerciaJ 1I0t constitutefront cover and pp. 6-16. These l plugs do oo l  the full extent of Wang's 
mock:m physicaJ hiliobsession with the capitalist nature of de l culture; some of s musings on the ties 
Ii)'u and labor are almostbetween modem 1 '1.1 o capitalist J discipline lit ll1.mo  downright chilling. One passage of 
Wanl', M(Althletes' rules-respectinl participation spor1$ is wort done, went. I }t I r specting Artici l a in oru , just  like the  rk: p  by 
I.bcnrs goodJ.... (T}here also malter athletes' forla omt to produce s_ I is b the t of  I ! respect c the rules. Whether 
tbere always of ruiCi.in defeat or victory. h will II lYS be some violation r the les  Again. how  much does this 
memble!he factory ltw all must follow'"Kst.m  t  llC Ol'  discipline thall1 US r Uo T (pp. 51-59). 
"James A_ Cook.. "Bridges 10 Modernity: Xilmeo Overseas Chinese aDd Southeast CoIsta!Il $ . i gC5 to a n. n a l 
Modernization, diSl~ University Ca.l.iJomia, San 1998),. 1843-193T'' (Ph. D. u  l of iforni . IO Diego. . PII.. 202-203. 
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arts lhe sponing cullure. here. mat Greall::rmartial S or t  modem rt h It is b in lhc: business world. ili ate  
the ccnturies.-old tran.!I­China could finally  mean somelhing tangible. Only in ! e .J> world of Jl
nationlll uade lhe dreams thosenl ooJ Chinese Inl could this concept  be freed from IJl vague r: of l  who 
wished 10 define itl in cuJluraJ ICnnsumd ! 5 or those expansive aatioaalists who impracticablyn n
incorporateexpected to o nu  Southeast Asian lands into  a territorially-defined Greater China. 
like wereThose X  Wang and Tan who .....  involved in these Nanyang Chinese sponing (and 
eil.ber these Olioa";other) business dealings. did not need lh  of I c visions of "Greater Chin  they had 
the transnational tbey wanled. spaniogexactly di rl mu ll Chinese community lh t Any perusal of ort n  
magazines from the late 19205 and 19305 makes itl clear how important the Southeast 
Asinn sparring Maya connection was for this o t industry. Singapore's May B  Company advertised 
basketball lhetheir badminton. ping-pong. tennis. lJ and soccer products in t  pages of 
TIl~ fOllng Branch BaodingShanghai's I e You Companion. The Nanjing oo of the D  Lucky Labor 
Faclory rackefs slrings write-up.1CIOf)' carried lennis t and t ingS' made in Singapore. A friendly l  on 
ChinShanghai's famed Victorious Student Sporting Goods Factory in the pages of The lr  
Momhly mentiOned sponingFen Sports M io their recent expansion into the Singapore ~ 8 market 
n own.60with a local branch of their ./i() 
tiyu that many of these Southeast Asian ChineseThe enthusiasm for modern YII
lheybusinessmen shared made perfect sense for the transnational commerce networks t  
so hornes lheworked 50 hard to cultivate between their colonial m and t  Republic. As with the 
Pure Manial ethnic to\I rt Association. the lb Chinese of Nanyang were more than Willing 10 
that brought au Insupport enterprises I l glory to the Chinese people of U nations. i  1936 and 
1948, the govemmenl proved commit me great sums. when ! Republican m m'e<! unable (0 ie dtc t l  needed 
to10 send ROC delegations to the Berlin and London Olympic Games respectively. the 
Southeast the fmaneial ChineseChinese of thea.!i:l Asia came  to e: Olympians' c J rescue. In 1936, the Qlj  
fund-raisersoccer team played an Olympic -ra: c:  exhibition schedule of twenty-seven games 
su.ty-two appreciative and Chinestin Lu days before PPic ll generous Oli ese crowds in Vietnam. Singapore. 
Indies, Burma, befoK rest thethe  . 8 . Malaya and Siam. re meeting the t of l  Olympic team in 
Bangkok..l5lk .6\ 
Yet these straightforwardl l notions of a "Greater China". these seemingly l  connections 
dreamsbetween HUlUjiao green and Chinese lllllS of Olympic gold. were simply useless in the 
Otinesc= Conrrru~face of KMT-style politics and nationalism. In 1948, when the tinesc Olympic Ol ni
10asked prominent Overseas Chinese to donate to the Olympic cause. Aw Boon Haw delivered 
supplemenl lhespecific conditions 10 t his generous offer. His son Aw Hllw. negotiating b  
Shanghai. membenicontribution in , proposed that all twelve rs of his father's Singapore Soccer 
~Uang)'QUtJllg)'Ou YO'U1g CompclIliQn) 7: 1iyu UJvri 1.1 "Usheng(The Wl t l io 40 (1929): ; 7 z.az)J I t (1935): 97; Zhao wu. Li c  
gongchang jishi"IThe the Factory). Qin,fen tiy'l ylUbew (Tilet n  [ story of l Victorious Student l, J Yl ! lt Chin Fen 
Sports Monthly) 4.3 (1936): 205. 
61Chu;ri OJ shl)'; jle )'undonghul. Seclion I, 2, with Chengll.f Di iyl t Shljle lli t . pp. . 8-9.  17-18: interview l R 
lingyDn. Suzhou. China. 2 March 1997; Morris. "Cultivllling lbt National Body", pp. 413-15. TheJi ua li l1! 1M: .
resl the lhe Venle. made stops
t of l Olympic delegation. on board b Italian Contt rd e: tOPJl in Hong Kong.
 
Singapon:. BIIIIsJr:'ok lind Slop from Ibere Kuma Lumpur. angko I1n Bombay. each ,t bringing fabulous welcomes { /h  
Singapore, more Chinek takinglocal Chinese population. In . ItlOI' than 1000 Overseas inese greeted the team. .n .i a 
len dry lhen to ho!;tcd Di.aothe Olympians in t cars on a tour of the cir and t 10 a banquet 5le by ROC Consul a  
ZooqiaJl. atlended a basketball between alloeseu n Huge crowds also 111te:ndcd • :l scrimmage i c the Chine  Olympians and 
Singapore. All.Stars., nilK-penonthe re U·Stars. which was followed by a demonstration by  the ~- erso  Olympic 
arts leam. ChllXi Dl shi)'1 jil' Shijle yJmdonghui. Sectionmartial n t See  Iuax OJ J iji e ijk )<vndo lli tc:l  I.  pp.  18-19. 
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eighteen-man Naturally,Club be named to the tu Chinese national team! . these un-national 
conditions were 100 much even for the cash-slarved Olympic Committee. The Tiger Balmtoo l t
requesl. nble toKing's second t thaI the younger Aw be a 10 accompany the Olympic delegation 
ad'lisor", acceptuble. But it would have been clear tQ aUas an "official .."is . proved more  a 62 lw
involved Greater" thm this sporting nl  China - even whh the sacred national cause of Olympic 
gold al stakel  - mighl whm r.heyt never prove to be at th  had imagined. Overseas Chinese suppon 
Butof the Republican sporting enterprise could lind a brood base in ethnic pride. UI the 
bureaucmts Olilla totallynationalism conceived by Guomindang planners and ra in u was l  foreign 
tenitorialto these Nanyung Chinese. Their Greater China was characterized nOt by rrit  
nationalism, Simple economy,. but by a si . one that may even have seemed unthinkably crass 
apoState dicuuesor even stlu by the tt  of official Chinese state nationalism. 
Official Guomindang dreams of a Greater China thaI could be founded in pan in the 
typesideologies and values of modem sport allowed new l  of engagement between ROC 
residen15 party­i ents and Overseas Chinese during the Nanjing Decade. The KMT's vigorous n · 
Stale cOnlact 10 autherllicate itl was able to provide for more of this o t than ever before and to enticaLC l 
Gre.1ter ideology "nalion-mce" (miflUI).with an official new al Chinese CQlo of the robust ra inlll  Where 
tiju the t920s. nad exchanges Cnineseiyu. ties in l s h been limited to cultural .cha via an essential h  
Guomindang amartial arts. the n ern brought 0. new emphasis on the competitive spOrts and 
position nation-statetheir unshakeable l in the new modem l  order. These sporting forms 
effeclive nalions.were perfectly t in connoting the real world struggles between sovereign t  
from 10 t311laiizingHowever. they ended up providing much less ground r which to reach for the t li .  
dreams of na Greater Chinan that knew no worldly boundaries.00
TIle Postwar PeTiOli and ,lie 1948 Sevellth NtlliOl/ol GamesOSfYo'o riQi/ '"l' / ml! at a
tn Games, aITllirI 1948. the Republic of China held its last National . an ffa  kicked off  by 
dramatic 236 sitea n n torch relay covering the . miles between Nanjing and the Games l  at 
feslival, the reunilication 10 irnponanlShanghai. This t . which marked l f of China, was to be an m  
Slep of !.hest in reminding Chinese r t  immensity of their recenl victory over Japanese 
imperialism, !.he geogmphical. and of t glory of the Republic now "ruling" over its greatest CQgmphi  
ob~rver wrote,expanse ever. As one server te.  
olT. athleles lakingNow our bondage has finally been cast t We see Taiwan t t  pan in the 
NUlionai Games time. Northeastcrn cities,ati l n for the first l Those in the e provinces and l . even 
llJ1"Iidst !ires fear tulve sentamids the  f and chaos of [civilJ wllr. do not c T danger. and all ha c  teams 
62Aw Hnw clearly t\lld non-Olympic mind. h.is 1948 visits Shanghai.'lA a t n ba oilier ail goals in during i 4& its. to b  That 
Kai-shek's Ching-kuo, father',September. Chiang j son . in charge of implementing his 's Financial and 
Emergency Shanghai,Economic o Measures in . ordered Aw's arrest for smuggling gold and foreign 
quickly Kong, arresl shorl-Jivedcurrency. Aw . ned to Hong . evading t but also forfeiting his a i  Olympic 
E.fl.SllTlan. Stt!d$ o[Destnu:tion; Nmiotlfllist Chilw Rel'OlutiOrllegacy. Lloyd E. &stman, l s f utrl : llJ r no in War and 6vol rit)n /937­
UniyersilY Press, It1949 (Slanford: Stanford v rsity . 1984). pp. 186,261.011 a related note, a supposed 
donation HUDqiao later tol from Philippine aJliQt) (but l found LO be a fabrication by Chinese Olympic Committee 
ChainnllJ\ Hoo Gtngsheng to duringTnnan R e c in order 10 maximize his infltlence Uri  this planning period) was the 
factor IllI learn sent 10 the lhedeciding r Ct in ensuring that nn Olympic t m could be c to London. In l end. t  Olympic 
and teams (thc fealuring Huaqiao rosier)basketball no soccer l e former t three o ill players on its I Q-man t  still 
10 a tour M:lnila, Bl1Ilgkok. Singapore, llndhad to make II draining pre-Games l of Saigon. a . llg' ' . Rangoon a  
Calcuua 10 mise lusttt to ra one IltS  cache of badly-needed funds. Dong Shouyi. "Aolinpike yu ZhOngguo" 
IThc China]. Ji XinglTlao Lo Changfu, AO)'lInhlli JIIe Olympics and l in 1 Hongmin. Yu mll and D n . eds" J'IJ" ui 'tl 
VlOngg/lo nod 7.iliao chubans.he, pr.l uIJ IThe Olympics an  Chinal (Beijing: Wenshi z;l; e s . 1935).. p  30-31. 
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over beyond the and"'~  land and water. from ~yo iM: passes llJl  mountains. Overseas Chinese lIthletes, 
from Xinjiang,and  teams (  border provinces like . Xikang and Qinghai. all have made  
long leeks to these Games. It is this kind of fervent and enthusiastic emotion that 
allows solid ivtimacy e.tiSI.all us 10 feel 1M j cohesion and the gn:al lies of J:lti Inal C:l:jsl amongst 
(lIlinzu).6)those of the Chinese nation-race 1IIInzu).  
the Jefl thaIThis fomlUlllIion of  l c empowered and emboldened minzu obviously ff liule I l 
todistinguished Nanyang Chinese from other Chinese lravelling 10 Shanghai from distant 
GamesRepublican lands. The renewal of the National rn  after a thineen·year hiatus would 
thus expanses,l continue. over greater . older Lhemes of the Games as a means of uniting 
fiuest wornellChina's l mcn and m n in one glorious celebration of the strong Chinese nation· 
ThC$e to lhe pany-stale,race. es Games would also prove 10 be a lasl grandiose gasp for t KMT lll  
with regard both to lhe world of sporting culturet in China and to its position alt the centrel  
Chinaof a united Greater i a. 
surface, 3t IheseOn the . there was much about which 10 be excited a t  Seventh National 
Games. quite impressive, wilb tcams to represent, Participation was ite. . th e coming 10 Shanghai 10 m 
lwenty-nine provinces. thirteen municipalities. lbe lbe· , l n , th four branches of h  military, and even 
thel  nation's police. These ROC delegations also were joined by teams representing seven 
"Huaqiao" populations - Saigon,Indonesia, the Philippines, Malaya, . Siam. Toronto. and 
HOnoluluon l  - by far the greatest Overseas Chinese presence at any National Games. (The 
Games, 1933 and respectively, emlyFifth and Sixlh . held in 311: 1935 . had included oo  a  handfulf  
of Indies and Malayan Chinese athletes.) This "Huaqiao" participation in the Chinese 
National routinized Athleticil Games now was also l through a new Overseas Chinese l  
Federation.~e er on.M 
lbe excitement. venture<!Adding to th l , an estimated average of 65,000 people a day tured from 
Out lbe 6Sthe city proper o to the modem Shan&hai Stadium in th liangwan suburbs for the meeL 5 
The Games schedule featured the richest lbese athletes,selection of competitions ever fot th . 
wrestling. weightlifiingwith new events like ping-pong, , lirr  and Western-style boring pushing 
tota!to TIle Oilthe Ull eleven men's and eight women's event.<;.66 ' h media also reported endlessly on 
technolOgies from the Shanghai news leader Silenooo's own high-tech Gamesthe new lo -­
transport toheadquarters, 10 the airplanes used to n athletes 10 Shanghai from Xinjiang or 
ulilized alSoutheast Asia, which were being t and shown off t these games. 
to IheMany looked 10 t  Nanyang Chinese representatives to prOVide a special spark at 
Huaqiao sportsthese Games. Famed o n  figure Chen Zhang'e,67 in an essay written for the 
:\iwang" hopesl. jie quanguo yundonghui63<:hen Xunyu, "Ganxiang yu t {Emotions and , in Di qi t: ll ll  
Pictoriall ShenbaogullO,huakan (Seventh National Games Official J (Shanghai: lll  1948). p. I. 
Zhenya, Jiu ZlIonggu/'l jianwen China}60lWang . ll l o liyu cm t: IGlimpses of physical culture in the old ] 
liyu chubanshe.(Beijing: Renmin Liy b ll . , 1987), pp. 7-8. 
MDi jie quallguo )'undong"ui JruaJmn.65 i qi lt: UDl UO ; lIu lum, p. 61. 
included events:66The schedule also d nine demonstration l5  men's and women's archery, Chinese 
boxing compelieion (he guoshu O(ltiontdlyh K (quanshu, formerly an official COrl;lpeliti in ,  days when " was still a nuri ttl  
form). diving,significant nn , badminton, men's gymnastics. . water polo, baseball, racewalking, and 
Di qllallguo yundonghui z1li:cu Seventhmini-soccer. OJ qi jie lQIlgUO YUll l'; ll r ce [Official program of the l  National 
Games] 1948), 103-117.l (Shanghai. . pp. \  
67As man. track There.~ A  a young , Chen had been a nationally-known \!'lI  star based in Xiamen. ther  in 
nn II againsl l1efeated min1920 he ra  a race ,gai a train; his reputation soared after he defe the tilli  and proved the 
symbl)l modemilyhuman body's capacity to beller even this ultimate o of rnilY and commerce. Gu Xin. 
"Tiyujia Zhang'e]. ('Thislly j Chen Zhang'e"'e" [Physical education expert Chen l p. 48.  article from an 







Soulh~as( Chin~$~ Communit}, 67t Asia in a lli st! Sporting rnll
basketblllliellm, lhem imponllJlt (I)Philippine all tea . assigned t four nn "missions"; 1  Bear the glory 
of representing the 120,000 Overseas Chinese: (2) use the arts of basketball to better 
conUlcts others;yourselves through these ta with : (3) make an emotional connection with the 
(wo8Ilon~i rens!li a A-!-);: and (4) spread the worddomestic residents of our nation gf ll .d III ~
spiritof our Overseas Chinese sporting irit.68 
Nanyang alhlelesLn many ways these ll Chinese t t  seemed to embody the best of Chinese 
Shenbao's sponswriterssporting traditions. il u rt  "selected one player as a perfect model of 
lhesponsmanship, Siam's Li Mujin, who always obeyed t  referees". Li's media aficionados 
went called (ouJ! on to elaborate, "Even when he was 1l for a f  he would shake hands with, 
cOlll1!geousand apologize to, the player he fouled. This type of C UJ1l;geo  and tolerant spirit is well 
wonh admiring.'~ alhletesrt ir 'oM Another glory showered on Overseas Chinese t  was the invitation 
given the 31·member Saigon delegation to travel to Nanjing to meet Chiang Kai-shek and 
victory.70congratulate him on his recent presidential election ,  
Yet the exoticized terms in which many of these natives of the South Seas were 
exactly fitdescribed gives one pause as to where ltll they could possibly have l in a new 
Chinese order. One of the stars of the Games was Malayan Chinese swimmer Feng 
Zhaoyu, wnlten, all swimmers, the. about whom it was Oll "Of 1 the male . he is b  most healthy 
-fIt:l).and beautiful Uianmei /It :1:)  His skin is completely palm-black in colour, his body is 
01d."7lcovered with light hair, his muscles are full and supple. and he is just 19 years . 1 
BixiaThe attractive Malayan Chinese women swimmers Tan Jinliu and Huang lt  were 
simplyphotographed endlessly in their bathing suits, their photos captioned .  "Malai 
Mt!irenyu"eir nYll" (.l1:l ~~A.*., Mermaids").71J'l, -kA.A lit. 'The Malay 2 This term of Malayan ethnicity 
- not Malayan nationality - indicated just how CJl;otice.lt  atldn  different these tanned Nanyang 
10 be.athletes seemed to , 
lhe track slllndoutsAn article on t n and field ta  at these Games included the  passage. "Chen 
Taiwan. Chinese]Yinglang is known as the 'track and field wonder' in , and [Malayan J 
Liangzheng quite nOtHuang llt is also l famous in Southeast Asia. They do o  speak Mandarin 
Cbinese well, 8I"e very well-built"n Taking these imaginations of the exotich very . but they are . l- uilt...
funher, lheSouth Seas Chinese one step rt a writer reporting on t  Siam-Police men's'  basketball 
game used curiously anthropological tenninology to describe as "native songs and dances"rm
(fulen88ewlI tber f g g .±.A-4.f:-Jt) the fight songs chanted on the sidelines by members of h  
leam,7~Siamese Chinese soccer t .
The presence of the Taiwanese athletes at these Games was jarring in itself; their 
tones, Inughable skills.darker skin l l Mandarin , and reputed history of slavishness to their 
Japanese colonial masters simply repulsed many of Shanghai's proper and cosmopolitan 
Zhang'c. nyu mantQll [Infonnal sport] Dcmgnan ehubanshe,68 Chen e, 7i n t011 mut conversations on O (Shanghai: on c  
1948)., p. 4. 
quanguo huokml,69Di qi jie l, )'undonghui a . p. 28. 
;'I:uansboutuan Zhuxi" ISaigon calls ChalnnanJ. ZJlengyanbiw,1Oo'Xigong xuansbout jinye lt .. j delegation u on the i n ), u!1lgy  
"Quanyun [National 1948.lI teknn" ( Games Special Publication], 12 May , p. 1. 
71m jil! )'undonghlli huakall.11 0; qi e quanguo u o  p. 10. 
7:l:1bid Zhl!lIgyanboo, "Qull.nyun 1948, "Malay'" here'nlbi .. p. 14; lIen y biJ a lekan", 11 May . p. 4. is clearly used b ~ 
as a geographici  rulheroili  thll1lan an elhnic tenn.o..s ic:
Tlo; jill qlUJnguo yundonghui huokan, p.nO qi it uan )' alw , 38.
 
1~Moming, "Lanqiu quanri 'lhancheng"z  (BasketballI skctb:l.!1 scores from the entire daYI, ZJltmg)'tlnbaQ,
. .in: . hen all o  
teun", 1948."Quanyun ka 7 May , p. 2. 
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Chinese.n though.hinese.7~ Even morc problematic. , were the Nanyang Chinese and their very 
appearances. ­different u n , accented speech and potentially messy political backgrounds 
all nOl-quitc·truly-Chinese TIliswhich U made it easy to categorize them as another e group. h  
exolicization 10 1940sc t i . l of Nanyang Chinese is not a phenomenon new or unique to the 5 post­
war period. Periodicals from the 1920s. like Shanghai's The Young Companioll, regularly 
featured beefcake shots of flexing shirtless Nanyang Chinese slfongmen,76 Swimming 
had also long been considered a somewhat exotic sport; one writer in 1925 had to 
lha! Ilnd naliens.concede t unHke natives of the Philippine a Japanese island t o  "the Chinese 
abilil'ies".'17mainland population are just not born with swimming t  
exoticiz.ing treatmentYet this categorization extended past the i iz lf l l of individual Nanyang 
oilierChinese swimmers and lh  athletes. This common understanding of Nanyang Chinese 
cmcgoriz.edpeople's marginalized and ate riz  position in a new Chinese order helps us define 
the thatl limits of an imagined Greater China l could be united on the playing fields of 
the state'sShanghai and Nanjing. Guomindang ideologues of l l  spotting apparatus found 
logicaJ the the "eniliusinsticvery l ! visions of ! th a  ... cohesive ... intimate" Chinese nation-race 
articulated. dreams,which they u These  Greater China . however. were plagued by two 
logicaJ faJlacies. Fm;t t.hall l lni was ilie assumption I  Nanyang Chinese participation in a Chinese 
National Games somehow guaranteed iliat "Chineseness" was the sum total of this group's 
the thatself-identities. The second was l conjecture n  Nanyang Chinese with ''Chineseness'' 
as the sum total of their self-identity would naturally choose a Nanjing-centered 
Guomindang-ruJed vehkle n:llionaHslJl 8-r l RepubHc as the b of these u nli  designs. 
Obviously, the with that being Chinese. we now know l problem ! the first assumption -­
race,was merely one aspect of Nanyang Chinese identities complicated by issues of . class 
toand politics likely foreign 10 almost any Republican Chinese. And the absurdities of the 
thesecond hardly merit space here. But even assuming that !  Nanyang Chinese shared 
these Greater too! dreams of a sporting l China. there were just  100 many differences and too 
many suspicions - racial, cultural, political, linguistic - the parton ! r1 of ROC Chinese 
for such 0 thisGreater China to come together in !  realm. 
Conclusio" 
By the 1920s. modern physical cullure  was already an important ingredient of 
nalion-state.Republican-era designs for a strong and worthy Chinese t  Here I have discussed 
how these notions of a fit and healthy China also figured prominently in Chinese 
imaginations of a Greater China that might transcend political boundaries and reach the 
Taiwanese athletes'1'One author explained the i llJ1  l lc  surprising successes in the Games by pointing 
thallhey nalUl1ll1yOUI i t were l ra l  obedient "slaves" who had been trained well by the Japanese colonial 
shorts]. ZJumgyanbao, 4:regime. "Xuanshou jianying" [Athlete n l 8)'Q (/(1 "Quanyun telean". 5 May 1948. p. ; 
xuanshnu tanqi" ITalking aboulthe athlelesl, ZhengyonOOo.Tong Xiangzhao, "Cong Taiwan o IThl l Thiwan t ) fl JoflooO  
"Quan)'un 11 Ma)'y tckan". II y 1948. p. 4. 
liang)'OIl Companion) Liangyou (Th~16For example. see Umrg)' Il (The Yoollgll  (HlI1i 34 (January 1929), p.. 22: UflflgyOU e
Young Companion)i  47 (1930): 24. 
gaikuang"lOn ChwnpicmshipnJiang Xiangqing. "Yuandong yundonghui [ the Far Eastern ion  Games]. 
)'undonghui )'Iuuan dahui ,dJ1.n [Special Nationalin Dii qii jie >'lwndong'l  , ll i quanguo puuo tUl i re w I publication of the J 
Selection Elllitem Yuandnngl Meet for the Seventh Far ast rn Chwnpionship Games] (Shanghai: Oi qi jie o  
quanguo dllhuiyundonghui u yuxuan a  tekanshe. 1925). p. 44. 
  SfXJrting 69South~ast Asia in a Chin~s~ porti Community 
waiting embraces of Overseas Chinese all over the world. especially in the colonies of  
sportingSoutheast Asia. The forms understood to provide these pan-Chinese n  ties. however. 
had very different implications for visions of a greater  China. 
In I92Os, O1inai the early 1 05. many could imagine ti  and Nanyang Chinese as bound logether 
"traditional" Manialby I '" and essential cultural ties. like thoses  embodied in the Pure ] arts. 
lIle teamwhich knew no modem borders. By the  Nanjing Decade. th l rn spons, which now 
lhoughl 10 lhis China. fonnswere t t to serve  as the  basis of tll Greater , assumed Ihe very rm  of 
lIlat the twentieth.century nation-stalecompetition and fair play th  shaped I new c l  order. The 
fonner 10 torm proved to be an  acceptable and practical way for Nanyang Chinese 10 maintain 
Ihal identilies ancientt t "Chinese" aspect of their t by participating in supposedly l and 
arts. which. :mist 10aggressive m , with each kick and punch. allowed the martial an to feel what 
10it meant to be Chinese. Once Greater Chinese dreamers depaned from these feel-good 
however. efforts "re"·integrnteabstractions. , n to ~ n e  Nanyang communities into a new  Chinese 
Hllaqiao through recaptureorder as I o o b competitive sport could never quite l  the magic of the 
19205.Pure Manial's  decade of dominance in the , 
Chinese communiry,One type  of Greater Oti t  forged via the age-old commercial connections 
Chinese. stiObetween the Republic and Southeast Asia's Ot sc sojourners, could l D flourish during 
manufacluring goods.this KMT period. Businessmen t or selling sporting , or sponsoring 
teams, importantsports c became an n  source of legitimacy for this transnational Chinese 
activity greal profits sportingtiyu livit'Y at the same time that they could reap t l from this new n  
industry. however. Guomindang"scommunity. Besides these captains of commerce and , , the g'  
tenns Gre.uersporting programmes were useless in rm of  creating the powerful and coherent  at  
NaoyangChinese community of which so many dreamed. n  Chinese identities were too 
vague. Chinese, Republican b  expectations too unrealistically one-dimensional. and these 
fonns nation-statesponing u simply too deeply implicated in modem ~ a e formulas. for this 
sportinggreat n  enterprise to create any meaningful bridge between the Republic and the 
ethnic Chinese of the South Seas. 
